Abstract-Multiple objects tracking is a challenging task. This article presents an algorithm which can detect and track multiple objects, and update target model automatically.The contributions of this paper as follow: Firstly,we use color histogram(HC) and histogram of orientated gradients(HOG) to represent the objects,model update is realized under the frame of kalman filter and gaussian model; secondly we use Gaussian Mixture Model(GMM) and Bhattacharyya distance to detect object appearance. Particle filter with combined features and model update mechanism can improve tracking effects.Experiments on video sequences demonstrate that multiple objects tracking based on improved algorithm have good performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual object tracking is an important task in the field of computer vision. It is widely used in motion-based recognition,automated surveillance, human-computer interaction,vehicle navigation and traffic monitoring [1] , [2] .
Color is one of the most widely used appropriate image features in object tracking as its effectiveness and efficiency [3] , [4] , [5] . Color histogram is robust to scale variation,rotation and small changes of forms.So color histogram can be used in many tracking situations,as partial occlusion and the object non-rigidity.However color histogram is subject to similar color of its background and illumination changes.So other characters,such as texture and contour are employed to represent the object [6] , [7] , [8] . Spatial distribution of color histogram is also used to represent the object [9] . Recently,histogram of oriented gradients(HOG) is employed to track object [10] , [11] , [12] . In [10] the authors studied the issue of feature sets for human detection, showing that locally normalized HOG descriptors provided excellent performance relative to other existing feature sets including wavelets.HOG represents the edges and local contours so it is not subject to the color variation.We integrate color histogram and histogram of oriented gradients(CHOG) to achieve mutual complementarities of the two types of feature.However CHOG can be applied to deal with some appearance and shape changes,model update should be taken into consideration.Over model update makes the tracker sensitive to noise and occlusion,while under model update makes the tracker lose the opportunities to follow objects 
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Deterministic methods localize the tracked object in each frame by iteratively searching for a region which maximizes the similarity measure between this region and target window.Comaniciu et al. [3] , [14] employed mean shift algorithm for object tracking.Mean shift algorithm is computationally efficient.However algorithms based on mean shift may converges to a local maximum,they are also sensitive to background distracts,occlusions,and objects quick moving.Among various of stochastic methods,Particle filter [11] , [12] , [15] , [16] , [17] is widely used and makes the tracking system robustly.In [12] the author introduced switching probabilistic principal component analysis model to update the templates while in [18] color histogram was replace by the sum of color histogram of target and estimate's.Some of color particle filter introduce model update as [18] , while this type of methods are subject to tracking drift.We introduce kalman filter to do model update.In [19] the author proposed multiple objects detection and tracking, object detection was based on Bayesian estimation.Object detection based on Bayesian estimation is delayed by a few frames. In this article we introduced GMM and Bhattacharyya distance to do objects appearance detection.
II. OBJECT FEATURES AND MODEL UPDATE

A. Object features
Object features described by single cue do not work well all the time.Many researches have employed multiple cues for tracking system [11] , [12] , [15] , [16] , [17] .In this article we use HSV color histogram,each of them is composed of ℎ × + = 8 × 8 + 8 bins. HOG [10] can describe the shape information of objects which is calculated in gray-scale space as [11] . As SIFT [20] we adopt the method to obtain the HOG,whilst we introduce the weight function.To increase the reliability of the HOG when boundary pixels belong to the background smaller weights are assigned to the pixels further away from the center.The weighting function as:
where and is coordinate of pixels depending on the origin which is the center of the computational domain. is similar to the one which is used to smooth the image.According to the weight the HOG of the region will be obtained as follow:
where represents the magnitude of directions in region . is the number pixels in the region of , is the Kronecker delta function, ( ) is the function of HOG computed at the pixel .To deal with the object rotation,dominant orientation method is adopted as [20] .After the object rotation is determined HOG composed of 72 bins will be calculated as [11] .
B. model update
Adaptive model update mechanism is very important for real-time object tracking.In [21] authors proposed a novel method to achieve adaptive model update with kalman filter.As in [21] described we introduce kalman filter to do model update,whilst the HOG model update is used Gaussian Model.In frame of kalman filter when the object is tracked the description of it is regarded as observation model while the description of object used in process of tracking is called current model.Treadoff between these models is made to obtain the candidate model for next frame tracking.Candidate model is not always suitable for accept,so a robust criterion to decide wether the candidate model should be accepted or not is necessary which is described in detail in [21] .
In view of the HOG is eight dimension and the sample numbers with significance level = 0.1 should be more than eight,we introduce gaussian model to update the HOG of the object. HOG is represented as { } =1,2,...8 .We suppose each bins as a normal distribution,
. is regard as a time series from 0 to .According to this the average and covariance 2 will be obtained.In order to avoid the affection of noise optimal estimation of HOG as follows:
where is the learning rate which determines the rate of object updating,we always choose it as = 0.1.
C. Adaptive features update particle filter
Particle filter are specifically designed for sequential Bayesian estimation when the system is non-linear and random elements are non-gaussian.We employ the Bhattacharyya distance to update the priori distribution obtained by particle filter.Each sample of the distribution represents the object as ( , , , , , , , ℎ, 0, 0), where , specify the current location of the object, , specify the previous location of the object, , specify the current scale and the previous scale of the object, , ℎ represents the width and height of the object, 0, 0 represents the original and coordinate. The sample set is propagated through second-order autoregressive dynamics model.
where −1 is a multivariate Gaussian random variable, defines the state estimate matrix.In order to make the computation of weight easily,each weight is defined by ( ) = exp(− ),where ( ) represents the ℎ particles weight,after all the weights of particles obtained each of weights normalized, is the Bhattacharyya distance between the features of tracking object and the features of object moved randomly in a certain region.After that the particles are obtained with normalized weight.The mechanism of model update particle filter is introduced correctly as follow:
• Choose a tracking object in a vision sequence and obtain the color histogram and histogram oriented gradients descriptions of it 0 .
• Move the object randomly in certain regions times and achieve the descriptions of them by means of equation.17.According to equation.1 and the Bhattacharyya distance assign the weights to each of them.Sample set 1 is obtained which include particles.
• Estimate the mean state of set 1 and use the object description component to update the object model 1 by means of kalman filter and gaussian model. • Re-sample in particles set 1 obtains new particles set 2 • Do while the step 2,3,4 to realize the model update object tracking based on particle filter,then the while loop is formed and the model update particle filter is achieved. Fig.1 shows the tracking effects of CHOG particle filter tracker based on model update and not.
III. OBJECT DETECTION AND OCCLUSION HANDLING
A. Objects detection
Gaussian model is widely used in target tracking [22] , [23] . In this paper we introduce gaussian mixture model(GMM) to detect the tracking object as [22] , [23] . Fig.2 shows the footballers may be locate in the sequence.The locations,area and number of objects is determined by Blob algorithm [24] .As Fig.2 we need to calculate the kernel color histogram in the bright region as [17] and the HOG according to (1) and (2) .After locations of objects obtained we use Bhattacharyya distance between the features of object and the ones in this region to identify which is the real one we want to track by threshold.In the experiments we set the threshold = 0.1 because sometimes the histogram is subject to the footballers turn around in football sequence.If the Bhattacharyya distance is smaller than the object is not we want to track. When the objects are detected we use CHOG particle filter to track, Fig.3 shows the objects detection under the fixed angle of view.
B. Occlusion handling
Occlusions may cause the model update tracker a failure.It is severe in model update particle filters because of the inaccuracies in updating the position,size and the features of the tracked objects.So the object's estimated position and size may be adapted to the area not occluded.Moreover the features of the object may be updated by incorrect values,which lead to target loss after a few frames.Therefore, occlusions handled properly is very important to CHOG in multiple objects tracking.
In this paper occlusions are also predicted by the predicted distance between the objects as [18] .The threshold is set according to (15) in [18] . When the distance between the object is smaller than the threshold occlusions occurs between them.We can determine which object is occluded by comparing the features of the region with the two objects.After determine the object occluded the weights are set to zero in process of particle filter resample.Eventhough we can not distinguish the occluded objects we can use the GMM to detect them after the pass away from each other.After detect the object which is we want to track we update the particles with features,sizes and positions in this region and track it by means of CHOG particle filter.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In order to test our proposed algorithm,we carried out experiments to track multiple objects in indoor and outdoor image sequences.The features of each object is composed of color histogram and HOG with 8 bins which are turn around according to its first principle and second principle components.In each frame HOG is calculated with the gaussian smoothing standard deviation = 0.5 and gaussian weighting of histogram standard deviation = 1.According to (15) in [18] the parameter of is selected according the height , weight and the scale of the object. we set the threshold:
where = 0.5 * + 0.5 * * , = 0.5 * + 0.5 * , , and are the mean of the object A's width,height and scale,while , and belong to another one.If the the predict distance is lower than the occlusion occurs.Because the color histogram of the objects are similar to each other if we want to identify them we can only depend on the HOG of objects.In this situations HOG composed of 72 bins is calculated in the object region according to the estimate position and scale.After determined the occluded object samples of it are not re-sampled.In this situation particle filter is used to track only one object while the features of the other is reserved.We use the GMM to detect the regions of objects locate. The reserved features is used to determine wether the object is the same to the tracked before occlusion. Fig.4 shows the results of the occlusion handling.
In the second experiment the aim is to detect and track two objects in a cluttered background. Fig.5 shows the results of object detection and tracking.Two people appear in the first frame and choose as the tracking object.The tracker is used model update particle filter based on CHOG.The third people appears at 40 ℎ frame, the detector based on GMM detect it while it is only a part of the people.After detected we calculate the features and initial the parameters of the particle filter to track.Along with the whole body of the people appearance in the scene the model update mechanism will obtain the more accurate features.If we have the features beforehand,we will enhance the robustness of the tracker.Comparing with the detection method in [19] our method can detect object fleetly. Fig.5 shows the object detection and tracking.In Fig.5 when object enters the scene two regions which include the object are detected.We use the known information of the tracking object to identify the newer.As Fig.5 shows when the object leave the scene the particles about this object should be give up to save the computational resource.
In the third experiment,tracking object is selected at frame 10.After that the features and position of the footballer initialize the particle filter. After the objects detected in frame 11 the features are used to determine which region includes footballer of Barcelona.Though some existing objects in frame 11 not detected in time, they will be detected in the next frames.As in frame 12 we find that a lot of regions may include footballers of Barcelona,we use the particle filter's results to identify the regions which include the exist tracking object.So we only need to compare the features of the unknown regions with the features of the barcelona footballer to determine wether the region includes the object or not.After the tracking object is selected we use the model update particle filter to track,when the object leaves the scene the corresponding particles should be give up.The results of multiple objects detection and tracking is shown in Fig.6 .The filter is using 400 particles for the object.When the frame 11 is coming objects the same to the selected in frame 10 is also the tracking object.After the newer objects are determined the initialization of the particle filter is done based on the position,size and features.Frames 10 and 11 show that object detecting is real-time sometimes,this is faster than [19] .Frames 15 and 16 shows the tracking results of object leaves and enters the scene.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Particel filter based on CHOG features,model adaptive update and object detection can track multiple objects.The performance of the algorithm was tested on several indoor and outdoor sequence.The algorithm time consumption is relate to the number of particles and the number of tracking objects.
A known drawbacks of the algorithm is that objects detection is subject to the precision of the background model based on GMM,for GMM can not cope with large changes of background in time.The drawbacks of the algorithm should be considered in the future work.
